Blair Kiel’s vindication
Coaching and confidence help him overcome adversity and family ties

By ED KONRADY

This Saturday the black and gold of Purdue will get no sympathy from a pair of Boilermaker alumni and their son.

Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Kiel will be on hand to cheer on their son Blair, as the Fighting Irish take the field against the winless Boilermakers.

“We went to a few Purdue games when Blair was seven or eight,” said the elder Kiel. “when Mike Phipps was quarterback. But there was never any pressure for Blair to follow in that direction.

“Purdue never really recruited him as strongly as Notre Dame and Indiana University did.”

“I did consider going to Purdue,” said Blair. “but only because it was an in-state school. Basically it was between J.U. and Notre Dame.

I really didn’t like Purdue that well.”

Blair is not worried about any split allegiances from his parents. “Playing against my parents’ alma mater doesn’t bother me because they’ve turned their allegiance to Notre Dame. Dad really wants us to beat Purdue.”

Beating Purdue is a lot of people’s minds, especially after last year’s game, which the Boilermakers won in the closing seconds, 15-14.

“Purdue is going to be a tough team for us — last year they upset us at Purdue — and that’s in the back of everyone’s mind,” said Kiel. “That’s going to be my added incentive when we play.”

How well the Irish will play partially rides on the shoulders of the Columbus, Ind., native. “My role is to be a team leader, to do my job as well as I can do it. If I stay relaxed and under control, then the offensive unit will be more relaxed, and the unit will perform much better.”

“This year I feel much more relaxed, more confident. Two years ago I was coming in here as a freshman, having to learn a new system while alternating with Mike Courser at a starter.

Last year I was worried about my status with Mike Courser and another new coaching staff. We alternated again, and I really didn’t get a chance to establish myself.

This year I won the job outright — it’s mine to win and keep, and it’s mine to lose. No one can take that away from me, so I’m not feeling any pressure from anyone else and constantly looking over my shoulder.

“The coaches have confidence in me, the players do, and I do, and that makes me feel a lot better.”

---

ND looks for revenge
Try to avoid letdown after upset win over Michigan

By GLEN BAILEY

It is September 26, 1984, and Notre Dame’s rookie coach, Gerry Faust, is about to become a victim of one of those miracle finishes usually reserved for the Fighting Irish.

After 57 minutes of play between Notre Dame and Purdue at Ross Ade Stadium, Notre Dame’s Phil Carter broke a 21-21 tie with a 50-yard touchdown run that appeared to ice the game for the Irish.

It did not.

On a risky fourth and one, Purdue crossed its own 30 yard line and picked up a precious first down. On the next play, Boilermaker Quarterback Scott Campbell fired toward the endzone where Barker Steve Bryant came down with the ball between two Notre Dame defenders. On the next play, Bryant caught the touchdown pass that lifted Purdue to within a point, 22-21.

Play for the tie! Not on this day. Figuring if it worked once it would work again, Boilermaker Coach Jim Young instructed Campbell to call the same play that had resulted in the touchdown.

It worked again. Two points. Final score: Purdue 15, Notre Dame 14.

And Gerry Faust and his players still remember.

Is it real?
Are the Fighting Irish really as good as they looked in last Saturday’s 22-17 win over Michigan?

Or will the Boilermakers of Purdue once again burst the bubble and upset Notre Dame on its home field?

“I was happy for our players Saturday night because it hadn’t been much fun during the summer remembering last season,” said Faust, who didn’t give his team long to savor the win over Michigan.

“But we’re a long way from where we want to be,” said Faust quickly added. “We did some things well but let’s see how well we come back and do them this week.”

See OUTLOOK, page 15
Stopping the Boilers: Irish can't let Scott Campbell establish the ground game

By SKIP DESJARDIN
Sports Editor Examiner

Last season, as the final seconds ticked away, Scott Campbell led the Purdue Boiler-makers to a come-from-behind win over the Irish. It was 1-17-28 for 178 yards in that nationally televised game.

"Scott Campbell is an excellent quarterback," says Notre Dame Coach Gerry Faust. "He scrambles well and he isn't afraid to throw on the run. Steve Smith was the kind of quarterback who would always run if we broke the containment. But Campbell is different. He can, and will, run. But he throws well on the run, and that scares us..."

"There is little question that Campbell is the key to Purdue's chances this weekend. If he succeeds, however, may hinge — not on his arm — but on the runners behind him..."

The Irish secondary is still somewhat of a question mark. They must prepare for an aerial onslaught on the part of the Boiler-makers. If Campbell can establish a running game, he can keep Notre Dame's defensive backfield off-balance. They will not be able to hang back waiting for Campbell to throw. They will have to give up a half step, just in case the Boilers run.

Play-action passes by Campbell could freeze Irish defenders just long enough to free Notre Dame. But Scott Campbell will have to throw accurately, and with a quick hip movement, in order to keep the Irish from focusing their attention on the running game. Campbell's running ability is impressive as it is. The junior college transfer earned JC All America honors at Coffeyville in Kansas. He adds an element of quickness to the Boiler backfield that has been lacking in recent seasons.

Gray is only 5'9, 165, but he's a durable, strong runner who can physically handle a pounding. Joining him in the backfield will be freshman power-runner Rodney Carter. The 6-2, 190 lb. runner is — like Gray — springing over five yards per carry. He complements Gray's style, as well. While Gray is the speedster, the Boilers rely on Carter for the "muss" yards.

The Irish defensive line will have to play as well as they did last week to shut down the running game. For the first time since 1974, Michigan was held to under 100 yards rushing.

Kevin Griffith, who sacked Steve Smith three times last week, will be chasing Campbell out of the pocket again. That leaves much of the burden for stopping the run to Mike Gann. The sophomore lineman is impressive in his most extensive action to date last week. Like all the front men, he must repeat that performance.

There is more good news for the Irish as well. While the Boiler running game is the key to Purdue's chances, the Irish defense has the chance to hold the Boilers to a lower total than previous games.

"We knew we had to be quicker and more physical up front," said Faust of last week's game. "I think we've made progress in that direction."

"But the key against Michigan was pressuring Steve Smith and keeping him from optimizing the way he likes to. Campbell presents an entirely different set of problems for us defensively."

The secondary, which allowed Smith to pass for 186 yards last week, must be allowed to key on the pass. That means that Griffith, Gann, and the other men up front for the Irish must shut down the Boiler running game.

Sweeney makes his move
Switch to tight end was his own idea

By TIM DOYLE
Sports Writer

Versatility and enthusiasm are great assets for an athlete to possess. Many coaches would be pleased to have players with some or all of these characteristics. Once in a great while, a unique player comes along who is able to express both of these characteristics. John Sweeney not only possesses versatility and enthusiasm, but sweeten is philosophical. "I was hard to handle at first but I have accepted it now. If Moriarty can keep up like Sunday, then he definitely deserves to be in there. I just want to play wherever I can help."

Coach Tom Lichtenberg, offensive coordinator, praises Sweeney's versatility. "John is so valuable to us because he is an excellent blocker and can play fullback or tight end. Halfway through spring practice, John approached Coach Faust and me with the proposal of moving to tight end. He is such a team player, he only wants what is best for the team."

A position change can often present a player with adjustment problems. However, going from fullback to tight end as well. The next series I was in. It was hard to handle at first but I have accepted it now. If Moriarty can keep up like Sunday, then he definitely deserves to be in there. I just want to play wherever I can help."

Coach Tom Lichtenberg, offensive coordinator, praises Sweeney's versatility. "John is so valuable to us because he is an excellent blocker and can play fullback or tight end. Halfway through spring practice, John approached Coach Faust and me with the proposal of moving to tight end. He is such a team player, he only wants what is best for the team."

A position change can often present a player with adjustment problems. However, going from fullback to tight end as well. The next series I was in. It was hard to handle at first but I have accepted it now. If Moriarty can keep up like Sunday, then he definitely deserves to be in there. I just want to play wherever I can help."

Last season, as the final seconds ticked away, Scott Campbell led the Purdue Boiler-makers to a come-from-behind win over the Irish. It was 1-17-28 for 178 yards in that nationally televised game.
NYSE head speaks
Library's trading post dedicated

By BARBARA PITTS
News Staff

"Trading Post No. 6," the recent reprieve for the familiar "Moses" statue on the second floor of the Memorial Library, was dedicated yesterday afternoon in a brief ceremony on the second floor lobby.

The subject of frequent questions and occasional jokes since its arrival at the beginning of the semester, "Trading Post No. 6" was an integral part of New York Stock Exchange history, having been in use on the floor for more than 50 years. John Phelan, Jr., current president and chief operating officer of the New York Stock Exchange, spoke at the ceremony.

Comparing the Stock Exchange to the University, Phelan said that both are recognized institutions in the United States today, and that the Post is "really people", as in the University.

Hundreds of people have been associated with the Stock Exchange, including many Notre Dame graduates, according to Phelan. These individuals have been involved in the "enormous and dynamic development" of the country in the past 30 years, both in financial investments and in increased job opportunities.

Phelan hopes that "Trading Post No. 6" will become as special a part of Notre Dame as it was a part of the Stock Exchange. Phelan also expressed gratitude that "we (the University) had the foresight to install the Trading Post and install Moses one floor below."

Commenting on the recent bullish activities on the market, Phelan saw the flurry of trading as a "harvest of spring." Phelan pointed out that the stock market has witnessed the bottoming out of the recession, with interest rates gradually dropping and consumer easing up. The recent August - September peak showed itself as good news by those who are currently unemployed, said Phelan, and he hopes that the "spring harvest" has not reopened too soon.

Thomas Coleman, a 1956 graduate of the University and a current member of the Exchange, provided the funds needed to refurbish the Post and transport it to the University.

Coleman, who is a current member of the New York Stock Exchange Administration Advisory Council, expressed satisfaction at being able to aid in providing a part of history for the University.

Also speaking at the ceremony was Professor Edward Trubac, chairman of the Department of Finance and Business Economics Trubac, a native New Yorker, was pleased with the replica of New York, and also by the fact that the "stock exchange is there...like here at Notre Dame."

Trubac expressed surprise at the contrast of environments apparent in the crowded world of the Stock Exchange and the relative calm of the library. He revealed a bit of personal embarrassment at the location of the Trading Post, preferring that it be placed in the business building.

The Master of Ceremonies Robert Miller, director of university libraries, revealed that he was originally skeptical of the possession of the Trading Post, but is now "excited" by its unique heritage. "By providing the Finance Club, also present at the ceremony, 50 the 47 percent of the technique Post No. 6" is one of several possessions currently on display at institutions throughout United States. Two others are located at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington and Harvard University.

Construction begins on new faculty building

By DAVID F. TRACY
Staff-

Groundbreaking took place this week for Notre Dame's future Arts and Letters faculty office building, located behind O'Connell Hall.

Yesterday, Carl J. Reiske & Sons Construction Co., the firm in charge of construction, staked out the building, removed the topsoil and broken ground on the central basement and footings. The expected date of completion is April, 1984, according to Physical Plant Director Donald Diederich. The construction company is ordering supplies and trying to accomplish as much preliminary work as possible before winter. He said: "When the weather breaks in March, we'll really go to it. By November of 1983, we hope to have the building closed in with the outside done, including masonry, windows, and roofing, so that we can heat the building and work through the winter."

The architects, Ellefson, Associates, of Blaumberg, Minnesota, designed the structure in three four-story sections, with lobby entrances to the southeast and northwest. It will have 254 offices, a faculty lounge, a conference room, some smaller seminar rooms, and a secretarial pool.

Its future occupants have been housed in the basement of Memorial Library since its construction in 1963. Project cost is estimated at $7.2 million.

Allied takes over Bendix Corp.

ENDS merger fight

By DAVID F. TRACY
Staff-

Allied jumped into the fight by agreeing to merge

Mariana later joined forces with United Technologies Corporation, which is interested in Bendix and has agreed with Mariana that if either of their bids prevails, they will split some of Bendix's stock.

Mariana is a big defense contractor with aerospace interests, while Bendix is a producer of auto parts and aerospace products. United Technologies is involved in a wide variety of high-technology fields, while Allied is primarily an energy and chemicals concern.
Actor Robin Williams, star of "The World According to Garp," "Mork and Mindy," and his wife, dancer Valerie Velardi, are expecting a baby about next March, according to a spokeswoman. The couple is relaxing at their ranch in the Napa Valley in Northern California before Williams goes back on the road for a series of nightclub engagements, the press agent, who asked not to be identified. The couple has been married 3 years. "They waited this long to have a baby because Robin felt that while he was doing the series "Mork and Mindy," he would be unable to give the attention he should to Valerie and a baby," the spokes-
woman said. The television comedy series was canceled by ABC and Williams. "The World According to Garp" came out July 23. The movie had grossed 826 million as of last week, the spokes-
woman said. — AP

Almost one year after the assassination of President Anwar Sadat of Egypt, his wife, Jihan, says she is still trying to put her life back together. She is wrestling with eating, writing, walking, swimming in an effort to keep herself occupied, she said in an interview published yesterday in London's Daily Express. In what is believed to be her first such interview, she has given since her hus-
band's death, she says, "It is in the morning when I miss him most of all. "To wake up alone is dreadful. That was our special time to talk. Then, and just before we went to sleep." Mrs. Sadat told Express reporter Catherine Olsen in the family's sun drenched summer home in Alexandria, about 30 miles west of Cairo, where numerous country western stars got their starts was found near a U.S. Embassy parking lot. The body of a truck driver from Illinois was found early

The body of a truck driver from Illinois was found early yesterday lying beside his rig along Interstate 74 about five miles west of Shelbyville in central Indiana, a spokesman for the Indiana State Police said. Police identified the man as Gary D. Ellison, 37, of Moretua, Ill. Authorities ruled that Ellison choked to death follow-
ing an asthma attack. Lt. Richard Jones said. A passerby reported finding the man at 7:50 a.m. Jones added. — AP

The owner of a nightclub in San Antonio, Texas, where numerous country western stars got their starts was found

A Michigan State University student is giving up his fight against the fraternity that named him for homosexuality. John Nowak, 20, of Westland, president of USU's Legislative Council, had been considering court action after Uni-

california has a garbage crisis by 1987, when half of the state's dumps will fill up, a state agency warns. "The garbage crisis will cost each California family hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars in the next decade," and cut yearly disposal capacity by 20 million tons, says Terry Trumbull, head of the Solid Waste Management Board. Alternatives to landfills, such as "waste-to-energy" incinerators, were found dead

The United States and Zimbabwe yesterday signed agreements worth the equivalent of $7.4 million for family planning and for sugar refining projects. The U.S. Embassy said $9.9 million was granted to the state backed Child Spacing and Fertility Associa-
tion and $524,000 to a project to help make fuels from sugar. Since Zimbabwe's independence from Britain in 1980, the United States has provided it with $139 million in aid. — AP

The world recession has apparently not affected the Tahiti tourism industry, according to figures released Thursday by the Tahiti Tourist Development Board. The board said tourism is up nearly 80 percent for the first eight months of this year, and that a monthly record of 11,502 tourists was set in July. The number of visitors in August was down about 14 percent, however, the board said. The United States and Australia remain the major year round sources of tourists, officials said. — AP

Cloudy today and cooler with a 30 percent chance of light showers. Highs in upper 80's to near 90. Mostly cloudy tonight and continued cool. Lows in upper 60's to near 50. Tomorrow, par-
cial clearing. Highs in upper 80's. — AP

Revenge Will Be Sweet

Among the speakers at last night's pep rally were Head Coach Terry Funk, and assistant Coaches Brian Rush and Tom Lichtenberg. Star Fullback Terry Sentry asked the fans to enthusiastically support the Irish in today's game. (Photos by Glenn Kane)
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The closest Campground to Notre Dame
2305 Bell Rd. Niles, Mich. 49120 616 684-1393
Modern facilities Near South Bend

Stuffed Pizza

Vittorio's HOME OF THE ORIGINAL
We look forward to serving you again
Vic & Donna Giannetto
OPEN Saturday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday through Friday 11:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., other hours.
Closed Friday evenings.
255-8089
Corner of 13th and Spring, Mishawaka
Refugee camp

Massacre death toll reaches 597

BEIRUT (AP) — Israeli forces uncovered a new mass grave of 19 bodies yesterday, and Lebanon's chief prosecutor reported a death toll of at least 597 from the refugee camp massacres — double the number confirmed by the Red Cross.

An advance unit of 500 French paratroopers and infantrymen came ashore yesterday aboard a U.S. French Italian force caught with trying to stop Beirut's bloomed U.S. Marines were to follow this weekend.

Israeli troops continued to come under sporadic sniper fire as they gradually withdraw from hostile Warrakeen near Beirut.

One Israeli officer was killed and three other Israeli soldiers were wounded yesterday when unidentified gunfire shot at them onBASE outside a sidewalk cafe, Lebanese state television reported.

In Israel, Prime Minister Menachem Begin asked the Israeli chief justice to lead an inquiry into Israeli conduct during last week's massacre of civilians at two Palestinian refugee camps.

The president of the United Nations General Assembly asked the International Court of Justice to consider the possibility of an international inquiry into the massacre.

The killings prompted the Israeli government to request the return of French, Italian and U.S. troops who have been the components of the peace-keeping force that oversees the evacuation of Palestinian Liberation Organization guerrillas from West Beirut last month.

The new peacekeeping force is expected to remain until the Lebanese authorities can assume total control of the nation's capital.

The French unit that arrived early yesterday will be joined by 600 other French troops, 800 U.S. Marines and 3,000 Italian in volunteers.

The Israeli command, which sent its forces west Beirut last week after the assassination of Lebanese President Bachir Gemayel, says it is now running out its troop presence there and turning evacuated areas over to the Lebanese army.

The Israeli state radio yesterday said all Israeli forces will be out of west Beirut by tomorrow.

Purdue rates near top in mathematics, science

WASHINGTON (AP) — Purdue University was among the nation's major research campuses to get high ratings in a new study judging the schools' scholastic quality of math and science graduates.

The California Institute of Technology was ranked No. 1, either alone or with others, in three of six fields based on professors' ratings of the institutions' scholarly quality. Purdue Porter E. Coggleshead of the National Research Council, who was staff director for the study, said Purdue ranked in the top 10 in 10 articles published in scientific journals regarding chemistry, mathematics and statistics-biostatistics.

Purdue also rated in the top of the nation's universities for the scholars' quality of their statistics-biostatistics program, the study showed.

The evaluations were based on a survey of 1,155 math and science professors, or about 8 percent of all U.S. full professors.

Two other Golden State schools, the University of California-Berkeley and Stanford, each held two No. 1 rankings, as did the nation's oldest university, Harvard.

In addition to Harvard, the East Coast was represented by Princeton, ranked No. 1 in the study, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which shared top billing in chemistry.

CIT led the pack in geosciences, shared top billing with Harvard in physics and was in a four-way tie for first in chemistry with Berkeley; Harvard and MIT.

Stanford was tops in computer sciences and shared the No. 1 place in statistics-biostatistics with Berkeley.

On a separate ranking on the estimated influence of articles in scientific journals attributed to the institutions, Berkeley was No. 1 in mathematics and statistics; MIT in physics; UCLA in geosciences; the University of Wisconsin in chemistry and the University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign in computer sciences.

The rankings were among 16 separate measures produced in a study done for the National Research Council, begun last spring and funded by the National Institute of Health, the National Research Council and the National Academy of Sciences.

The Justice, Yitzhak Rabin, refused to consider the request immediately, because his court has before it two private petitions on whether to order a full judicial inquiry into the Beirut bloodshed.

Rabin's political opponents rejected the proposed investigation as insufficient, since Kahn would not have subpoenaed power of the power to jail perjurers, as in a normal judicial inquiry.

Israeli newspapers questioned anew the official Israeli version of events surrounding the refugee camp slaughter, which has been blamed on Lebanese Christian militias.

The papers said Israeli commanders in Beirut knew by 11 p.m. Thursday, September 16 — the first day of the massacre, that civilians were being killed near Beirut. Israeli Minister Ariel Sharon has said the Israelis did not know the killings were going on until the day after, which the Israelis interpreted.

The Jerusalem Post reported that the Israeli commander in Beirut received a message from a Christian Phalangist leader in one of the camps, Chatilla, that said: "Until now, 400 civilians and terrorists have been killed."

Sharon has acknowledged that Israeli forces helped plan last week's Phalangist assault on the camps and provided some support, but he said they never expected a slaughter of civilians.

The mass grave uncovered yesterday was discovered near the Chatilla camp. Jean Jacques Kugel, an international Red Cross spokesman, said the bodies were all members of the same family. A relative said the bodies had been dumped by a bulldozer into a crater left by an Israeli bomb, then covered over.

The brought to 597 the total number of bodies reported found by Red Cross teams searching piles of rubble at the Sabra and Chatilla camps.

Lebanese Prosecutor General Camille Geagea, who is heading an investigation of the killings, said 597 bodies had been discovered thus far, however, and more than 2,000 people were missing.

He said his figures were compiled from all relief agencies involved in the recovery operation. Kugel has said some refugees removed relatives' bodies before Red Cross workers arrived at the camps, and civil defense workers had dug up other bodies.

Relief workers say the exact number of deaths may never be known since the mass graves believed dug by Christian militia have been difficulties to find.

The Israeli command, which sent its forces west Beirut last week after the assassination of Lebanese President Bachir Gemayel, says it is now running out its troop presence there and turning evacuated areas over to the Lebanese army.

Israel's state radio yesterday said all Israeli forces will be out of west Beirut by tomorrow.
Soviet Catholic Church denounced by newspaper

MOSCOW (AP) - A Communist Party newspaper in an area bordering Poland has sharply denounced the Soviet Catholic church, signaling increased Kremlin concern that Polish Catholicism may spill across the border.

An article, prominently displayed in the September 18 edition of the Soviet梆haya Bystroznwsa (Soviet White Rose) and seen in Moscow yesterday, accused church activists and priests in the region of violating Soviet religious laws on instructions from Western religious circles, including Vatican Radio.

It went on to specifically mention developments in Poland, but focused almost exclusively on what it called violations of religious laws in towns and villages near the Soviet-Polish border — places that were part of Poland before 1939.

It said also was published just days before the nation's most authoritative newspaper, Pravda, carried a report from Poland criticizing behavior of Polish bishops. "I can hardly not draw the Polish connection," said one Western diplomat who found the report "extremists.

Government-controlled Soviet media have repeatedly charged that the border's Roman Catholic church is trying to undermine the Communist government in Poland, and have accused Polish church officials of inciting street protests by members of the suspended independent trade union Solidarnow. The union was suppressed when the government decreed martial law December 13, 1981.

Soviet officials predict siege end

SAN PEDRO SULA, HONDURAS (AP) - Government officials yesterday predicted the week-long leftist siege of the Chamber of Commerce building is near an end, but would not discuss details of negotiations with the guerrillas who hold 19 hostages.

The guerrillas, claiming to be members of the Cinchonero Popular Liberation Movement, released another group of 20 hostages on Thursday night, cutting the number of business leaders and others believed held to 39.

Economy Minister Gustavo Adolfo Allary, Treasury Monser Arturo Carles Moreno and Central Bank President Gonzalo Canias Paredes were among the remaining captives as was Rafael Pastor Zelaya, president of the National Industrial Association.

"We have more faith to say now that it is coming to an end," said a well-placed government official speaking to reporters Thursday evening on condition his name not be used.

The government has not released any details of its negotiations with the Cinchoneros, one of four guerrilla groups operating in Honduras.

There has been speculation that the 10 guerrillas would be granted free passage out of the country in return for releasing their remaining prisoners.

President's spokesman Adolfo Santamarria said negotiations were going well and that the terms were showing flexibility in the demand that all political prisoners be released. "We are holding talks," he said.

There are no political prisoners in the country, the poorest in Central America.

Santamarria would not give details of negotiations on the talks.

One diplomat said he could not recall a similar attack on the Roman Catholic church inside the Soviet Union during the recent past.

The majority of the Soviet Union's estimated 3 million to 4 million Catholics live in Lithuania, Latvia and in western Byelorussia, near the Polish border.

An underground Catholic movement operates in the region in addition to the official church presence there.

However, the article strongly suggested that local officials looked the other way as press and religious activists violated Soviet religious laws by collecting building materials for new churches, establishing religious schools for children and soliciting money at believers' homes.

One diplomat said the article was "practically asking for people to be arrested. It kept talking about violations of the law, over and over again, inviting steps to be taken."

The attack was seen as another signal that Soviet authorities are cracking down on religious activities who refuse to comply with stringent laws placing the church under state control.

A directive said to have been secretly adopted in 1981 by the Communist Party Congress, reportedly ordered creation of all and registered Christian congregations in the Soviet Union. The directive was thought to have been aimed at fundamentalist Protestant sects, such as Pentecostals, but also could be used against Catholic activities.
Woolco stores shut; 25,000 workers laid off

NEW YORK (AP) — F.W. Woolworth, the nation's fourth-largest discount store chain, has closed its 536 Woolco discount stores in the U.S. and laid off about 25,000 workers next year.

The company, which has lagged behind its competition in recent years, cited rising labor costs as the reason for the decision to close. Woolworth's has 2.6 million employees worldwide.

The move was a "very dramatic change in direction," said Edward Weller, a retail analyst with the Wall Street firm E.F. Hutton. He said the company had reversed "a lot of time, effort, money and people in trying to turn the division around.

Woolco stores are primarily in the South and Central states. Woolworth's most successful Canadian Woolco chain will not be affected.

Edward J. Gibbons, chairman of Woolworth, said the company would continue to operate its 3,300 Woolworth general merchandise stores, Rimey Shoes, the nation's largest shoe store chain, and several specialty apparel chains.

Woolworth announced earlier in the week that it was working on its possible sale of its 2.6 percent interest in F.W. Woolworth PLC, its British subsidiary. It lost 5.5 million in the first half of this year.

Woolworth and S.S. Kresge Co., the discount stores pioneer, expanded into the suburbs in the 1960s. Kresge's K-mart was so successful the company name was changed to K-mart in 1979.

Analysis attribute K-mart's success to management's complete concentration on the effort, while Woolworth's considered Woolco to be but one of its specialty opera- rations. K-mart, with 1,200 stores, is the nation's second-largest retailer, behind Sears, Roebuck & Co. J.C. Penney & Co. is No. 3.

Burger King Whopper ads draw McDonald's lawsuit

MIAMI (AP) — Big Mac took the Whopper to federal court here yesterday in its bid to ban television commercials that delve into a widening comparison of how hamburgers are cooked at McDonald's and Burger King.

McDonald's Corporation sought an injunction to block Burger King from launching a $20 million television advertising campaign on Monday. The issue boils down to the question of whether Big Macs are fried or grilled.

A suit attacks the ads which say a consumer survey concludes people prefer "the larger King hamburgers to those of McDonald's or Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburger.

"Are Big Macs fried or grilled?" The suit attacks the ads which say a consumer survey concludes people prefer "the larger King hamburgers to those of McDonald's or Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburger.

"Big Macs are fried, and in fact, the product has been a huge success for McDonald's," said McDonald's spokesman. "We're not sure what you have been eating, but we know what we have been eating."
Clearing the air through broadcast deregulation

Martin Rubenstein
Observer Exclusive

The Federal Communications Commission's effort to eliminate the Fairness Doctrine and the political broadcasting provisions of the Communications Act is a step toward providing the American people with an increased number and diversity of opinion on important national issues. Congress should repeal the Fairness Doctrine, the "equal opportunity" requirements, the "reasonable access" regulations and rework the Communications Act to grant broadcast media the same First Amendment rights and guarantees enjoyed by newspapers, books and magazines.

The Fairness Doctrine imposes an unrealistic editorial straitjacket on broadcasters. For each period of presentation, many varying points of view must be given exposure. This not only robs a broadcaster of his editorial discretion, it imposes his motives, undermines his professional integrity and ignores the fact that broadcasting is a cornerstone of professional journalism. Most broadcasts are governed by a professional ethic of fairness and objectivity. While our reporting may not agree with any or each candidate, we consistently present a balanced view of all major public issues. Unlike local newspapers, we will not find a local TV or radio station that doggedly maintains a particular ideological position on a variety of issues.

Indeed, the Fairness Doctrine's insistence on exercising time for opposition candidates has been counterproductive in terms of the public debate on important issues. Rather than be burdened with each and every nuance of each and every issue, broadcasters have shied away from controversial and political matters. Cowed by excessive government regulation, the electronic media have opted for low-key and often non-existent coverage of pressing public matters. This situation not only deprives the public of a variety of opinions, it destroys the noble yet ineffectual concept that is the raison d'etre for the Fairness Doctrine.

The "equal opportunities" requirement means that broadcasters must grant equal time to any political candidates for a particular issue: imposing the equal opportunity commission's concerns into the editorial process. In an election campaign, newspapers are not required by the government to grant equal front-page coverage to all candidates for office. Some candidates rate a photo and coverage on page one; others rate a small notice on page fifteen. In the print media, editors, not government bureaucrats, make the decisions.

It is hard to imagine that if there were electronic media at the time of the First Amendment, that our Founding Fathers would have excluded broadcast journalism from its protection. For most Americans today, the press is radio and television.

Yet under section 315 of the Communications Act, broadcasters must grant equal access to all minority, fringe and opinion candidates meeting government-imposed eligibility requirements. The requirement eliminates editorial judgment and speech and editorial judgment.

Similarly, the requirement demands "reasonable access" to the media by federal candidates affects the government into an area of editorial discretion which is unfettered in other media. No federal law requires magazines to grant space to any candidate, even though TV and radio must not only surrender editorial discretion, they must also surrender themselves in uncensored regulation in an area - coverage of the political process - which is uniquely sensitive and subject to charges of abuse.

The end result is that broadcasters cannot say what they want to say and have many reasons not to investigate, report or cover important public issues. The Fairness Doctrine and other non-sounding principles have created among broadcasters a fear of controversy. We worry about every commercial, every public service announcement and every news, public affairs programming that might merit a response. We worry at any time any candidate is on the air and we necessarily err on the side of safety. In the current environment, broadcasters could not even run an odor Roland Reagan ad without fear of the last election without fear of an equal opportunity commission's protest.

Even in instances where a broadcaster seeks to exercise his right of self-expression by endorsing a particular candidate, his status and his point of view are undercut by government mandates. The political editorializing role requires that a broadcaster must give notice and an opportunity to respond to all candidates for office when he endorses a candidate for that particular office. No other media are so cowed by the government. Must a newspaper notify and give space to those candidates it opposes? Are magazines required to run room for the opinions candidates that run counter to the magazine's political leaning? By then must the owners of radio and television stations have their opinions and preferences undercut or humiliated?

The concept that undermines these oppressive and counterproductive regulations is the cherished notion that there are too few broadcast outlets for news and information and therefore must be censored and controlled.

Today, the number of radio and television outlets in most localities minus numerous local newspapers and magazines. In the nation's Capital, we have only two daily newspapers, with somewhat consistent editorial points of view. Thus any daily newspaper serves an arena that boasts many radio and television signals.

The public is more concerned, sophisticated and appreciative of quality and fairness than anyone gives them credit for. The people of the United States will exercise their votes in the marketplace of ideas as they are doing, so provide the necessary regulations that broadcasters need.

Broadcasters accept and embrace the notion that they have an obligation to present programming in the public interest. But, we believe that common sense, professional editorial judgment and public preference - not government-gobbledygook - should be the final arbiter of content and taste.
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letters to a lonely god

You mentioned you were afraid I would think you a moral monster; but, up to this point, you have always done the best you could for those you were responsible for. New, with your previous record, I felt some change in lifestyle was necessary, if you were going to survive in peace. I'm not about to change my mind. I have no desire to defend myself; you wrote, "but you want to understand that I have not lost my hope, and I have given up my family to marry a chorus girl."

We. I'm not about to change my mind. I have no desire to change my lifestyle, either. I can't even imagine myself doing so.

The chemist, the quiz master, the Washington house has always been my home, to hear. I don't want to experience the help, to defend yourself, and to excuse or point out, I was hoping, Father, not want to excuse or point out, I was hoping, Father, to have more time to think about my own situation, to make the best of it. I'm not about to change my lifestyle either. I can't even imagine myself doing so.

We. I'm not about to change my mind. I have no desire to change my lifestyle, either. I can't even imagine myself doing so.

The chemist, the quiz master, the Washington house has always been my home, to hear. I don't want to experience the help, to defend yourself, and to excuse or point out, I was hoping, Father, not want to excuse or point out, I was hoping, Father, to have more time to think about my own situation, to make the best of it. I'm not about to change my lifestyle either. I can't even imagine myself doing so.

We. I'm not about to change my mind. I have no desire to change my lifestyle, either. I can't even imagine myself doing so.

The chemist, the quiz master, the Washington house has always been my home, to hear. I don't want to experience the help, to defend yourself, and to excuse or point out, I was hoping, Father, not want to excuse or point out, I was hoping, Father, to have more time to think about my own situation, to make the best of it. I'm not about to change my mind. I have no desire to change my lifestyle, either. I can't even imagine myself doing so.
The Fellowship of Christian athletes will hold their weekly meeting Monday nights in the St. Ed's chapel at 7. All are invited. — The Observer

A course in water safety instruction will be offered at Saint Mary's College beginning Monday with a class at 6 p.m. The three-hour sessions will run through December 6th. To ENTER, sign in at the Regina Hall pool. A fee of $15 will be charged, and each student must have a current advanced lifesaving card. For more information call 284-4408. — The Observer

"Insights in Sports" is the name of a series of lectures to be offered this semester by the NFA office. The first session, on "Questions in Sports" by Irish track and cross country coach Joe Piane, is scheduled for 7 p.m. Monday at the ACC Auditorium. Tuesday night at 7:30, Joe Yoos and other ND football coaches will hold a session on "How to Watch Football" at the same place. — The Observer

The Irish ruggers are slated to host the side from Purdue University in a pre-football game clash. The feature match between ND and the Boilermakers will be held 11 a.m. beginning at the AIA Center. The B teams will square at 10 a.m. — The Observer

An organizational meeting of the Notre Dame Knights' Alumni Club will be held Wednesday at 7:30 in the ACC Auditorium. Enter Gate Three for the meeting. For more information contact Coach Chandler at 284-2204. — The Observer

Martial Arts Association will have an organizational meeting Thursday, Sept. 30 at 6:15 p.m. in room 219 of the Rockne Memorial. Class times have been finalized and the instructors will be present for questions. All are welcome, experienced or not, especially beginners. Call Jerry at 284-8243 for more info. — The Observer

Ultimate Frisbee club will have an intra squad game tomorrow at 2 p.m. behind Jimmy Clinton. Spectators are welcome. — The Observer

St. Mary's Basketball is having an organizational meeting for any SM student interested in trying out. Coach Roach will conduct the meeting Monday night at 7 in the Angela Athletic Facility lounge. — The Observer

Coach Trees will conduct a meeting for those St. Mary's students interested in trying out for the swimming team. The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday at 7:30 in the Regina Hall lounge. — The Observer

The Notre Dame women's cross-country club continues its training today. The team will compete in meets at Manchester College and Eastern Michigan University. — The Observer

The Observer will accept all classifieds Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, all classifieds should be in the office no later than 4 p.m. The office must be closed by 3:30 p.m. Business day prior to midnight. All classifieds must be prepared by either person or through the mail.
Red Sox 4, Yankees 2

Boston (AP) — John Tudor staked the lead with a three-run third inning, scattered seven hits last night in pitching the Boston Red Sox to a 4-2 victory over the New York Yankees.

Tudor, 13-10, struck out nine in earning his third consecutive victory. The Yankees jumped to a 2-0 lead before the Red Sox unloaded against New York starter Jay Howell, 1-5.

Lou Piniella put New York in front 1-0 with his sixth homer, a shot into the left field line by Dave Winfield and a pop double down the left field line by Dave Collins.

Boston struck back in its half of the third to go in front to stay. Rick Honeycutt, 0-1, and two relievers for California scored single runs in the second, third, fourth and fifth innings. Clark drove in Don Baylor with a second-inning groundout, Bob Boone scored on Rod Carew's third-inning sacrifice fly, Brian Downing doubled Foli home in the fourth and Clark again knocked in Baylor with a fifth-inning single.

Atlanta 11, San Diego 6

Atlanta (AP) — Rafael Ramirez belted two home runs and drove in five as the Atlanta Braves snapped a three-game losing streak with an 11-6 victory over the San Diego Padres last night.

The Braves started the night three games behind first-place Los Angeles in the National League East. The Padres rallied from a 6-2 deficit after three innings to record their 4th comeback victory of the season.

Ramirez singled home a run in the second, belted a solo homer in the fifth, had a sacrifice fly in the sixth and capped a four-run seventh with a two-run homer, his ninth.

Atlanta took a 7-6 lead with three runs in the sixth. Matt Solito walked and pinch-hitter Ken Smith beat out an infield hit off the glove of losing pitcher Mike Griffin, 0-1. Claudell Washington followed with an RBI single tonight. Ramirez hit his sacrifice fly, and pinch-hitter Chris Chambliss drove in the go-ahead run on a forceout at second base.

Later, Carl Yastrzemski singled to center to score Evans.

The victory went to Ken Dayley, 5-6.

Angels 10, Rangers 1

ARLINGTON, Tex. (AP) — Bobby Clark and Tim Foli each drove in two runs and Bruce Kison scattered seven hits for eight innings as the California Angels protected their division lead with a 10-1 pounding of the Texas Rangers last night.

Kison, 10-5, limited the damage to four runs before walking, bringing in a reliever. Luis Sanchez, California's catcher, Texas starter Rick Honeycutt, 5-1, and two relievers for 14 hits. The Angels took a 2-0 lead early over Kansas City in the American League West into last night's contest.

California scored single runs in the second, third, fourth and fifth innings. Clark drove in Don Baylor with a second-inning groundout, Bob Boone scored on Rod Carew's third-inning sacrifice fly, Brian Downing doubled Foli home in the fourth and Clark again knocked in Baylor with a fifth-inning single.
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clip this coupon  Rust Check

51300 U.S. 31 No.
277-4729
1/4 mile past Auten Rd.

Don't let your car go through the harsh Michiana winter without visiting us first at the

RUST CONTROL CENTRE
Reg. 599.50

Bring your ND or SMC ID

clip this coupon  Save ten bucks

Lee's B-BQ & Ribs

Open
FRI 4pm-1am
SAT after game-1am

'BEST RIBS IN MICHIANA'
'EVERTYBODY C'MON DOWN FOR A GOOD TIME'

Good Luck to ND

1132 South Bend Ave.
(No phone in orders)

Lee's B-BQ & Ribs

Specializing in
Prime Rib, Seafood, Steaks
and serving your favorite cocktails.

AGOSTINO'S Specializing in
Prime Rib, Seafood, Steaks
and serving your favorite cocktails.

Stop
Go Irish
BEAT BOILERMAKERS
TAKING RESERVATIONS

Banquet rooms available
with option to create your own menu.
Serving dinner at 5pm Mon.-Sat.

The Notre Dame soccer team lost to Indiana in Bloomington last night by a 4-0 margin. See Sunday's Observer for a complete game story. (Photo by Scott Boaray.)

The National Catholic Invitational Track Meet was hosted by the

freshmen last year. Marquette 400-yard medley relay took top honors as all of the

top ten runners in the

top ten runners in the

No. 10, 3-14, and 4-19. A total of 12,000 people saw the track teams finish the meet. (Photo by Scott Boaray.)
NEW YORK (AP) — Mike Kruczek and Ron Drellich teamed for an eight-bagger as Philadelphia posted a 2-1 victory over the New York Mets last night, keeping the Phillies’ slim pennant hopes alive.

Philadelphia began the night with games behind the first-place St. Louis Cardinals in the National League East.

Kruczek, 13-11, left after yielding a solo triple to George Foster in the eighth inning. He recorded only two victories in 21 starts. The Phillies picked up an earned run off Mets’ starter Walt Terrell, 0-2, in the fourth following leadoff walks to Gary Matthews and Mike Schmidt. Bo Diaz grounded in to a double play, but first baseman Dave Kingman boosted George Vukovich’s groundout, allowing Matthews to score from third.

Philadelphia scored again in the ninth when Schmidt drew a leadoff walk, stole second, went to third on a wild pitch, and scored on Vukovich’s broken-bat single to right field.

Cards keep 4 game lead over Phillies

COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) — John Fought, the 1979 rookie of the year who quit the tour earlier this year in frustration, fired a 4-under-par 68 yesterday to take a one-stroke lead after the second round of the $125,000 Southern Open golf tournament.

Fought, who had a 67 Thursday, has a 135 total, one shot ahead of first-round co-leader Bobby Clampett, who had a 69 Friday for a 134 total over the par-70, 6,791-yard Green Island Country Club course.

Both Fought and Clampett are graduates of Brigham Young University.

Fought, who won two tournaments in his rookie year and earned $108,000, has earned less than $50,000 in the three years since, including only 99, 909 this year.

The 26-year-old, who also won the 1977 U.S. Amateur, had four birdies, including a 15-footer on the 18th hole and a 10-footer on 15, to take the lead in the battle for the $45,000 first prize.

Fought led the tour in midseason after only eight tournaments and took off for four months before returning about eight weeks ago.

“Just wanted to get away, I didn’t touch a club for two months. I just wanted to sort out my thoughts,” said Fought, who worked for his father as an accountant and then resumed practicing for two months before returning.

“I knew I was going to come back. I just had to get away. I had put too much pressure on myself, and it was wearing me out,” he said.

Clampett, 22, a winner in two events on the tour, had a round that included five birdies and four bogeys.

“This has shown me that there is no such thing as practice. I need to get out and work at it,” said Clampett, who went 9-under before bogeying three of the last five holes.

While not winning on the tour, Clampett has finished second five times. He was third this year in the U.S. Open and led the British Open for two rounds.

Two shots back at 155 were George Buenzli and George Thomas. Buenzli had a 68 and Simpson had a 69.

Andy Bean, Wally Armstrong and Chip Beck were at 150. Bean and Beck had 64s, Armstrong had a 69.

John Fought takes Southern Open lead

By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer

MEXICAN - IRISH CAFE
Downtown South Bend
119 North Michigan St
(219) 234-5389

SEÑOR KELLY’S
Downtown South Bend
(Mexican, Irish)
(219) 234-5389

THE HUDDLE DELI
Main Floor LaFortune Student Center
Everything you need for that tailgate party or picnic
SPECIAL TODAY
22 Qt. ice chest and an 8 lb. bag of ice
ONLY $3.99
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Weekend

Doonesbury
Simon

WHAT ABOUT EXTRICATING WITH A HONE CAMEL?

DOESN'T START ME WORK. THIS IS A PREARRANGEMENT AS IT IS.

THE REAL WORK YOU'RE TO DO IS A PHANTASY AS THAT REALIZATION

---

Weekend

Jeb Cashin

WHAT MADE YOU BECOME A CONCRETE ENGINEER THIS YEAR?

SOMETIME THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE UNDER YOUR OWN ROCK.

---

Garry Trudeau

Daryl

the Slug

D. Pancreas

WHAT DOES THE STUDENT UNION RECORD STORE

CHEAPER PRICES 

MEET THE MEETING

GREAT SELECTION 

ALSO... record albums take only one week to arrive 

CONVENIENCE... Your NDM Record Store is located in the Union Entrance of the Student Union

PLUS... music albums take only one week to arrive

WHAT DO YOU HAVE FOR ME?

53 Shells and Hardware
52 The lighthouse
51 Celestial body
46 Ghetto
45 Clubhouse
44 Room
43 Smog
42 Inhale
41 Drizzle
40 Puff
39 Contour
38 Hob (old-style)
37 Bruin (long)
36 Beak
35 Bonnet
34 Beehive
33 Energetic
32 Brookie's client
31 Eskimo
30 Outpost
29 Health plant
28 Wrench
27 Courting
26 Tiny
25 Greek
24 Dirties
23 High cards in bridge
22 Lisse color
21 Silic. Gas
20 Hail or Rings
19 Redact
18 Disturbed
17 Marble
doi
16 Queen of spades
15 of the tongue
14 Impose the maximum sentence on
13 Cafe au "leau
12 Domingo
11 Pindarics
10 Artcraft
9 Pindarics
8 Disturbed
7 Noteworthy occurrence
6 Bringing to an end
5 Giant of myth
4 Manufactured: abbr.
3 Equal pre
2 Bringing to an end
1 On a long walk
50 Goal
49 Elk
48 African region
47 State
46 Wise law-givers
45 City on the Arkansas
44 City in the N. C. USA
43 Longa
42 Sailor
41 City in the N. C. USA
40 City in the N. C. USA
39 City in the N. C. USA
38 City in the N. C. USA
37 City in the N. C. USA
36 City in the N. C. USA
35 City in the N. C. USA
34 City in the N. C. USA
33 City in the N. C. USA
32 City in the N. C. USA
31 City in the N. C. USA
30 City in the N. C. USA
29 City in the N. C. USA
28 City in the N. C. USA
27 City in the N. C. USA
26 City in the N. C. USA
25 City in the N. C. USA
24 City in the N. C. USA
23 City in the N. C. USA
22 City in the N. C. USA
21 City in the N. C. USA
20 City in the N. C. USA
19 City in the N. C. USA
18 City in the N. C. USA
17 City in the N. C. USA
16 City in the N. C. USA
15 City in the N. C. USA
14 City in the N. C. USA
13 City in the N. C. USA
12 City in the N. C. USA
11 City in the N. C. USA
10 City in the N. C. USA
9 City in the N. C. USA
8 City in the N. C. USA
7 City in the N. C. USA
6 City in the N. C. USA
5 City in the N. C. USA
4 City in the N. C. USA
3 City in the N. C. USA
2 City in the N. C. USA
1 City in the N. C. USA

Friday's Solution

©1982 Tribune Company Syndicate, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
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Student Legal Services
BASEMENT NOTRE DAME LAW SCHOOL
LEGAL AID AND DEFENDER ASSOCIATION
Room B-12 283-7795 9-4:30
other times by appointment
FNL players meet to end strike

NEW YORK (AP) - Jack Donlan and Ed Garvey, the chief negotiators for the National Football League owners' group and players' union, will meet this weekend at an undislosed site in hopes of settling the four-day-old strike, the Management Council said Friday.

Jim Miller, public relations director of the owners' unit, would not reveal the make-up of the negotiating committees but said he did not expect Pete Rozelle, the NFL commissioner, would take part in the talks.

Donlan, executive director of the Management Council, said his counterpart with the union, agreed in telephone conversations to meet. It was the first major development since the talks broke off Sept. 17, three days before the strike began.

The strike has now wiped out 14 regular-season games, the entire third weekend of play. No. 14 was the Cincinnati Bengals' Monday night meeting in the Browns in Cleveland, called off yesterday by the league.

As usual, the NFL statement was a brief one, saying only that the game "will not be played" because of the players' strike, rather than referring to it being postponed or canceled.

It was the 14th game to be scratched, the others being Thursday night's Atlanta-at Kansas City game and tomorrow's 12-game schedule.

Rozelle had said all sides were willing to sit in on the bargaining, but only as a mediator, not a negotiator.

The union leaders who were in the dispute. Earlier he had confirmed his comments to saying he was staying close to the situation and would be willing to work be hind the scenes to resolve it.

"Just as the players have a paid negotiator in Ed Garvey, the owners have their paid negotiator in Jack Donlan," Rozelle said. If both sides want me to help, I'll be glad." The first serious break in the union ranks appeared to be occurring in New Orleans, where Russell Erxleben, the punter and player representative of the Saints, said he was canvassing his teammates to see if they felt the owners were being unreasonable in wage-scale demands.

Erxleben also said he had been reprimanded by Garvey for speaking out publicly about the union's stand, saying he was prompted to do so because he felt his team was being placed at a disadvantage by the strike.

The Invalid was a great savings for the

you can take advantage of our special fall-year discount and receive The Observer through the spring for only $22. That's a great savings for the most demanding sports supporter. At your home, you simply can't afford to turn this offer down. Just fill out the attached coupon. You'll be glad you did.
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Renewal N.D. Alumni Year Graduated
Burtnett starting over five feet in the trenchs, Purdue's coach settles down

By GREG SMITH
Sports Writer
The Lafayette Journal & Courier

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — After 15 years of coaching, Leon Burtnett has made it in the top.

Since becoming Purdue's 56th head football coach after Jim Yarwood's resignation last year, Burtnett has the job demanding of both his time and energy.

"I'll give my best assistant coach to head coach is that it demands more time," Burtnett said. "It demands that you plan out your whole day and make sure you have time for the other.

During the summer, Burtnett was kept busy talking at various alumni functions. "It gave me a chance to meet a lot of new people," he said. "I had done it before but as assistant, so it wasn't as if I was going in cold. I just hadn't done it as much before."

Burtnett found that he must spend more time recruiting. "As an assistant coach, I was assigned a certain area to cover," said the 59-year-old coach. "If I finished in my area, Jim had me talk in other areas.

"I feel that as head coach I have to see more students in more areas. Last January, I flew 40,000 miles on recruiting trips. We made previous recruiting year last year, but each year you have to try to do better.

During the 13 years he has been coaching college football, Burtnett has never in one place for a prolonged period of time. In fact, the team he spent at Purdue is the longest time he has ever stayed at one university.

Born in California and raised in Oklahoma, he and his family moved to Meade, Kan., before his sophomore year in high school.

Before heading to Kansas, Burtnett made all-state in basketball and played football.

On the football team, he played quarterback and running back. After high school, Burtnett attended Southwestern College in Kansas, where he earned all-conference honors as a fullback and was named a three-sport star in his senior year.

Burtnett began his coaching career right out of college in 1965 as head coach at Mount Hope High School in Kansas. "I was very fortunate to get the job," he said. "I wouldn't have gotten the job if I had tried out for the position. I didn't try out for the pros because I didn't think I was good enough.

In 1967, he moved on to Sterling High School in Kansas as head coach. After two years at Sterling, he received a job as a graduate assistant coach for the University of Kansas. In 1970, he was head coach of the Kansas State football team.

After eight years Burtnett spent time at six different universities. From 1972-74, he was secondary coach for one year at California State. Washington State and Colorado State. Then in 1975, he took over as defensive coordinator at Wyoming.

In 1974 he joined Head Coach Darrell

Rogers at San Jose State as linebacker coach. Burtnett considers Rogers the major influence in his coaching career. "Most of my coaching philosophy comes from Darrell," he says.

Burtnett moved with Rogers to Michigan State University in 1976. He spent one year at M.S.U. and then became defensive coordinator at Purdue in 1977 when Jim Yarwood took over as head coach. He was moved up to associate head coach in 1979.

"The reason I moved around so much was because I thought each move was a step up," says Burtnett. "Each advancement exposed me to different philosophies. I learned a lot.

The two coaches Burtnett considered most influential on him are Yarwood and Rogers. "I learned from Jim how to organize my time," he says. "While Jim was coaching, he was the best organized coach I've seen.

Young and Rogers were both pass-oriented coaches, and Burtnett is no different. Burtnett recruits with a passing attack in mind.

"I recruit according to my philosophy," he says. "I feel the passing attack is conducive to all positions. It gives the running backs a better chance of staying healthy. It also gives them a better chance of making the pros because the scouts see them both running and catching the ball."

Like Burttne, Young and Rogers both were defensive coaches before becoming head coaches. "I feel it is an advantage to have a defensive coach," Burtnett says. "I coached the secondary which gives me an advantage because I think I can help them.

We this team. It would be a shame to see the coverage being put on them.

After years of moving, Burtnett, his wife Cecilia and their three children call Purdue Home. "The area is an ideal place for raising a family," Burtnett says. "Two of my children are twins. Larry, the baseball player, defensive lineman Paul Hanra, to a knee injury. But despite the two legged losses (15-14 to Stanford and 36-10 to Minnesota), Burtnett hasn't given up. "I've learned a way to go long a football team," he

"We played two good final plays in both games and we have totaled 40 field goals in a season before. The ball could bounce on me a lot worse than this. Our coaches have done a lot of jobs," he added.

"I feel that we had a good football team."

"Our team was a defensive team. We had a lot of guys on defense. We had a John Mackay, a defensive end who was a natural football player. He had a good year last year. Now our offense looks much more consistent."

No one Burtnett's new offensive consistent begins with junior quarterback Brian Kiel, who had the best day of his career against Michigan with 35 completions on 22 attempts for 414 yards. For his efforts, Kiel received the game ball from his teammates. Notre Dame's most valuable player award from ABC and a double dose of confidence from himself.

"Brian Kiel looked a lot better in his first game against Michigan than I've seen him look since he went to Notre Dame," said Burtnett. "He will be a problem for us.

And so will fullback Larry Moriarty, who rushed for 116 yards on 16 carries against the Wolverines. Kiel's well-timed short passes mixed with the strong running game provided by Moriarty and fullbacks Phil Megall and Greg Rogers, have kept Burtnett in his office watching game films until the wee hours of every morning this week.

For the Boilers, the offense is Campbell when he completed 27 of 58 passes (46 per cent) for 277 yards in two games.

"He has as much respect for him as any other player. We'll face him this year after what he did to us last year," said Saund."

Campbell will look to flanks Dave Rember (for 59 yards) and tight end Cliff Shen (for 84 yards) when he goes to the pass. On the ground, Mel Gray (152 yards) and Rodney Carter (184 for 93) are the main forces in the rushing attack.

"I remember that we won our first game last year," said Faust. "We are making a good job in this year's team. They are doing well in the season. They didn't go too well for us after that."

"I feel we had a great football team."

continued from page 1

"When a team plays emotional games like we have the past two weeks, you can have let-downs," said former Purdue Coach Bill Yeoman. "That's what's happening to this football team. They have doubts about their abilities. The kids want to win so bad it's effecting their play. They have to relax and have fun."

The Boilers shouldn't expect too much fun facing a Notre Dame defense that held Michi­ gan to 41 yards rushing and sacked quarter­ back Steve Smith eight times for 5 yards in 11 lows.

"They have the personnel, there's no doubt," said Burtnett. "I think they surprised last year when they saw how good the personnel they have. Their defense was good last year. Now their offense looks much more consistent.

Notre Dame's new offensive consistent begins with junior quarterback Brian Kiel, who had the best day of his career against Michigan with 35 completions on 22 attempts for 414 yards. For his efforts, Kiel received the game ball from his teammates. Notre Dame's most valuable player award from ABC and a double dose of confidence from himself.

"Brian Kiel looked a lot better in his first game against Michigan than I've seen him look since he went to Notre Dame," said Burtnett. "He will be a problem for us.

And so will fullback Larry Moriarty, who rushed for 116 yards on 16 carries against the"
Notre Dame vs. Purdue

The Game

Fighting Irish vs. Purdue Boilermakers
Notre Dame Stadium (59,075)

No. 2 Purdue is ranked No. 7 Notre Dame.

No. 3-46: Brooks Notre Dame

No. 10 Purdue beat No. 13-16 Michigan, 23-17

SEPT. 18 beat MICHIGAN, 23-17
SEPT. 11 lost to NOVA LEVANTE, 13-16

OCT. 26, 1981 at West Lafayette

Purdue 15, Notre Dame 14

RANKINGS:

Total Net Yards
Net Yards
Penalties-
Passes comp-
empted
Net Yards
Aushing attempts

IRISH
(1-0)

BOILERS
(0-2)

PASSING

RUSHING

JOINING

TOTAL YARDS

419
341
341
24

529
411
411
40

193
103
103
10

188
161
161
16

notable

1-0

1-1

PASSING

RUSHING

JOINING

TOTAL YARDS

419
341
341
24

529
411
411
40

193
103
103
10

188
161
161
16

notable

1-0

1-1

The Schedule

NOTRE DAME

SEPT. 18 beat MICHIGAN, 23-17
SEPT. 11 lost to STANFORD, 35-14
SEPT 25 PURDUE

OCT. 3 at Michigan State

OCT. 9 MIAMI (FLA.)

OCT 16 ARIZONA

OCT. 23 at Oregon

OCT. 30 Navy at Meadowlands

NOV. 6 at Pittsburgh

NOV. 13 PENN STATE

NOV. 20 at Air Force

NOV. 27 at Southern Cal

PURDUE

SEPT. 18 lost to MINNESOTA, 36-10

OCT. 14 WISCONSIN

OCT. 21 at Illinois

OCT. 28 NORTHWESTERN

OCT. 29 at Michigan State

NOV. 6 at Ohio State

NOV. 13 IOWA

NOV. 20 at Air Force

NOV. 27 at Southern Cal

The Upset

Saturday, Sept. 26, 1981

The Sports Staff’s

Each week, The Observer sports staff predict the outcome of the week’s major college football games. Records are compiled as to how each writer does against the spread. In other words, it is not enough to pick the winner of a given game. The writer must pick a winner and give the underdog points.

CRAIG NEEDLES

Sports Editor
8-5-0 .620

Pittsburgh over ILLINOIS by 6
UCAL over MICHIGAN by 2
OHIO STATE over Stanford by 6
Notre Dame over PENN STATE by 4
Boston College over NAVY by 6
OKLAHOMA over Southern Cal by 2
MIAMI (FLA) over Michigan State by 7
WASHINGTON over Oregon by 19
S. MISSISSIPPI over Florida by 4
ARIZONA over Illinois by 8
INDIANA over BYU by 3
NOTRE DAME over Purdue by 14

Panthers

Pittsburgh

Browns

Buckeyes

Ohio State

Tigers

Towson

Wildcats

Arizona

Irish

Chas Sills

Associate Sports Editor
8-5-0 .620

DAVE DZIEDZIC

Will HARE

Sports Writer
8-5-0 .620

SKIP DESJARDIN

Sports Editor Emeritus
7-6-0 .540

RICH O’CONNOR

Sports Writer
6-7-0 .460
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